PUPI FOUNDATION

PUPI Foundation was established in 2001. Its main goal is to guarantee and give protection to children and adolescents rights.

It was born thanks to Javier Zanetti and his wife Paula, who both wanted to find a place where to develop the project.

Since then, its aim is to create an intervention plan to support the development of the most vulnerable groups within society.

The headquarter is in Remedios de Escalada, in Buenos Aires area, where the Centre for early childhood and the one for complementary education service operate.

Javier and Paula didn’t choose this area by accident, in fact, they are both very fond of it: it’s the place where they met for the very first time so they wanted the families who live there to be the first to take advantage of the project’s activities.

Now, after more than 10 years, PUPI Foundation offers an intervention plan which aids children from their early early childhood to adolescence. It promotes information, offers assistance, gives organization and sensibilities the public opinion and collective activism.

Nowadays, PUPI Foundation’s first purpose is keeping on promoting the policy of equal opportunities. They do believe that guaranteeing humans rights to children and their families is something that can really happen, that’s why they will go ahead and promote their activity.

A large group of professional people is part of PUPI Foundation: teachers, educators, doctors, sociologists, psychologists, social workers and political analysts, they all work together as an interdisciplinary team which provides the right tools to bring any project to success.

CURRENTLY PROJECTS:

- “MAMA AMOR” PROJECT
- “AN ALTERNATIVE FOR LIFE” PROJECT
- CULTURAL PROJECTS:
  o 1. Theatre workshop
  o 2. Music workshop
  o 3. Murga workshop
- “A BOOK FOR SOLIDARITY” PROJECT
- SPORTIVE PROJECTS
- NAC – KNOWLEDGE CENTER